In 1952, the screenwriter and film theorist Cesare Zavattini (1902–1989) published “Alcune idee sul cinema” (Some Ideas on the Cinema), which is generally regarded as the retrospective manifesto of neorealism. The article extolled the “factual” nature of the new Italian cinema, notably its quasi-documentary approach to the harsh reality of poor people living at the periphery of the Nation, the use of nonprofessional actors playing themselves, the adoption of dialect, and the abolition of the cinematic apparatus. However, Zavattini failed to acknowledge that the music and voices of subaltern subjects also merited consideration, if their world was to be faithfully captured on screen. Antonella Sisto, among many others, has ascribed this inattention to sound to the supposed “lack of audiophilia” of neorealism, deriving from its “monosensory, visual foundation.”

I want to express my gratitude to the staff of the Biblioteca Chiarini at the Centro Sperimentale di Cinematografia (Rome), who allowed me to study the archival documents kept at the Fondo Giuseppe De Santis. All translations from Italian (including the original scripts from the director’s archive) are mine, unless otherwise indicated.


2 Antonella Sisto, Film Sound in Italy: Listening to the Screen (New York: Palgrave MacMillan, 2014), 83. In the fourth chapter of her book (“The Soundtrack after Fascism: The Neorealist Play Without Sound”) Sisto links the “lack of audiophilia” with neorealism’s passive acceptance of dubbing practices deriving from Fascist cinema, and with the directors’ resistance against technologies of direct sound recording. However, this does not necessarily mean that neorealist filmmakers had no interest in sound as such, nor that their fabricated soundtracks played ancillary roles. The case of De Santis’s rural films explored in this article demonstrates quite the opposite.
This formulation of the problem surely contains a degree of truth—in his article, for instance, Zavattini adopts a language that refers almost exclusively to the semantic field of “seeing”—, but it relies too much on the dubious polarization “image vs. sound,” which may be unhelpful for a more nuanced understanding of neorealist filmmaking. Zavattini’s inattention to sound derives not so much from the supposed hierarchical superiority of the image as from the absolute precedence given to the broader concepts of plot, narrative, and characters. Thus, it would be more accurate to introduce the issue of music and sound in neorealist film from the perspective adopted by Richard Dyer in his pivotal article “Music, people and reality,” where he noted that a discrepancy existed between the plots, situations, and environments portrayed by neorealism—“a movement presumed to be about creating a cinema genuinely expressive of ordinary people’s reality”—and their seemingly conventional soundtracks. In other terms, Richard Dyer has observed that neorealism often relied on well-established norms of film-scoring practices, despite the fact that, on every other level, it wanted to overcome cinematic convention. The soundtracks were the work of composers such as Alessandro Cicognini, Mario Nascimbene, Goffredo Petrassi, Giuseppe Rosati, and Renzo Rossellini. Their late-romantic or modernist symphonic style clearly contradicted the purported aim of providing a transparent recording of the reality of the films’ protagonists—sub-proletarians, disadvantaged workers, beggars, peasants, fishermen, and so forth. In fact, the “music of the people” (folk tunes, popular and military songs, religious chants) featured in only a small minority of neorealist works, most often as source music. A fundamental incongruity lurked behind the fact that while neorealism’s ambition was to reduce “the distance between the films and their protagonists”, its typical subjects “cannot speak for themselves: music is needed to speak for them. But that music will not be their music.” Neorealist soundtracks, notes Dyer, established an implicit hierarchy: the point of view on narrated events, usually expressed by non-diegetic music, was entrusted to a musical idiom that was foreign to the cultural world of the subjects portrayed; as such, their voices risked being drowned out and disempowered by the voices of the filmmakers.

While agreeing with Dyer’s general observation, I think that the assertion that neorealist films were oftentimes deaf to the music and voice of the people portrayed deserves further thought. The case of Giuseppe De Santis (1917–1997), one of the leading figures of Italian postwar cinema, helps complicate Dyer’s account. De Santis allocated a special place to folk songs and melodies, which were often the vehicle through which he allowed his protagonists—peasants and proletarians—to express a socialist worldview (one that he himself shared). In 1953, De Santis even planned to make a film entitled *Canti e danze popolari in Italia* (Folk Songs and Dances in Italy). The project, rejected by Goffredo Lombardo, head of the film production company Titanus, was conceived as a celebration of folk culture and music through the cinematic representation of traditional songs and dances from various parts of Italy as collected, recorded, studied, and edited by the director and his assistants. The rationale of *Canti e danze* showed analogies with the ethnographic and ethnomusicological field research that was being carried out across Italy around this time. In 1948, ethnomusicologist Giorgio Nataletti founded the CNSMP (Centro Nazionale di Studi di Musica Popolare, currently known as the Archivi di Etnomusicologia) at the Accademia Nazionale di Santa Cecilia, which promoted fieldwork campaigns that made it possible to record and study an unprecedented amount of folk music. The most famous of these expeditions was the one with Alan Lomax and Diego Carpitella (1954–55), who travelled backwards and forwards between South and North Italy, collecting thousands of folk songs and drawing an extensive map of Italian musical folklore, which ignited a growing interest in this multifarious repertoire, especially among leftist intellectuals. A few years earlier, Carpitella had joined Ernesto De Martino’s team expeditions to Basilicata, Calabria, and Apulia. Such experiences were informed by the idea that the cultural (and musical) world of the folk deserved to be studied and rescued from imminent extinction, not least

---

5 Dyer mentions De Santis’s films in his article and devotes part of his discussion to *Riso amaro*. However, his method and questions are partly dissimilar from mine, as I shall clarify in the following pages.

6 A copy of the thirteen-page project of *Canti e danze* and a letter attesting Goffredo Lombardo’s feedback on the film proposal are held at the director’s archive (Giuseppe De Santis, “*Canti e danze popolari in Italia*,” SCENEG 00 09796, Sceneggiature Soggetto 1950–1960, Fondo Giuseppe De Santis, Centro Sperimentale di Cinematografia, Rome). For a transcription of *Canti e danze* (without the related correspondence with Lombardo), see Antonio Vitti, ed., *Peppe De Santis secondo se stesso: conferenze, conversazioni e sogni nel cassetto di uno scomodo regista di campagna* (Pesaro: Metauro, 2008), 491–95.
because it was considered the bearer of positive values that the hegemonic capitalist system was obliterating. The ideology and concerns of these campaigns had much in common with De Santis’s *Canti e danze* and, more generally, with his rural cinema. As I will show in this article, De Santis’s films proved important agents in the process of elaboration and popularization of discourses about folk music in postwar Italy, and the director attempted to empower voices that until then had remained unheard. The undeniable fact that this process was all but unambiguous makes it even more urgent to study it in depth.

In keeping with this tenet, this article listens to, and looks at, the folkloric voices in De Santis’s *Caccia tragica* (*Tragic Hunt, 1947*). This film—as the others De Santis made in the following years, such as *Riso amaro* (*Bitter Rice, 1949*) and *Non c’è pace tra gli ulivi* (*No Peace Under the Olive Tree, 1950*)—focuses on the cultural and political conflict between peasant communities and rapacious oppressors—the former group representing anti-hegemonic socialist values, the latter being symbolic of capitalist individualism. In the first part of the paper, I consider how music in *Caccia tragica* provides De

---


8 I fully agree with Michel Chion’s notion of “audio-vision,” which implies a re-evaluation of the intertwined nature of all the components of audiovisual media. See Michel Chion, *Audio-Vision: Sound on Screen*, 2nd ed., trans. Claudia Gorbman (New York: Columbia University Press, 2019). In this article I attempt to show parallelisms and contrasts between sound, montage, and framing in film, for these elements complement each other and all are fundamental for the emergence of discourses on folklore.
Santis with a fruitful means of establishing the dichotomy “folk culture vs. capitalism” that was to become a trope between postwar Italian Marxist intellectuals, ethnographers, and ethnomusicologists who proclaimed the subversive power of the folk. Not only did De Santis’s representation of folk music sanction such discursive divide; as I shall show, at certain key junctures De Santis’s films short-circuit the relationship between folk music and capitalism. I therefore ask whether blurring the boundaries between these two opposite poles might help to arrive at a more nuanced understanding of the ways in which folk music was perceived in 1950s Italy. By posing this question, my contribution resonates with Maurizio Corbella’s recent article on the musicscape of Riso amaro, which “unintentionally reveal[s] fields of tension between the cultural values, hierarchies, and divides” in postwar Italian culture, notably the precarious position occupied by popular music.9

The second part of my study stretches beyond music alone by considering the broader folkloric soundscape invented by De Santis. In particular, I claim that the sounds of bells, whistles, and clapping are just as important as music in constructing the anti-hegemonic values and force of De Santis’s protagonists. Dyer’s point on music in neorealist films—his implicit question about the disempowerment of the Other’s voice—is complicated by this more comprehensive scrutiny of De Santis’s soundtracks, which testifies to the director’s attempt to empower the subaltern through a number of sonic elements that would become characteristic of folkloric soundscapes in Italian film. To substantiate my analyses of music and sound in Caccia tragica, I do not limit the discussion to the released version of the film, but I also look at archival documents that shed light on De Santis’s and his collaborators’ creative process. Furthermore, I complement the discussion of this film with the examination of the unpublished script of Noi che facciamo crescere il grano (We Who Grow Grain, ca. 1953), which I could study at the Fondo De Santis of the Centro Sperimentale di Cinematografia, Rome. This unfinished project proves not less crucial to understand De Santis’s construction of the folkloric voice.10


10 For reasons of space, this paper does not take into account Riso amaro and Non c’è pace tra gli ulivi. Nevertheless, it is my intention to devote a future article to the discussion of folk
Folk Music in De Santis’s Caccia tragica

De Santis always demonstrated a marked interest in folklore and peasant culture.11 Between 1947 and 1950, he shot the so-called Trilogia della terra (Trilogy of the Land), comprising three films set in rural areas of northern and central Italy (the minefields and paddies of the Po Valley and the Ciociarian mountains) which focused on farming communities and their stories of solidarity and resistance (Caccia tragica, Riso amaro and Non c’è pace tra gli ulivi). In some ways, De Santis’s works can be seen as a continuation of the rural strand that, under the Fascist regime, had resulted in films such as Alessandro Blasetti’s Sole (Sun, 1929) and Terra madre (Mother Earth, 1931). Yet, whereas Fascist cinema generally portrayed field workers in an idyllic fashion, exploiting their alleged authentic rural traditions to reinvigorate a sense of national pride, De Santis’s was a cinema of crisis that aimed to delve into the open wounds of postwar Italy, notably by criticizing the status quo from the perspective of subaltern people and by extracting socialist messages from his rural exempla.12

De Santis’s cinematic output seems both to be informed by and act as a precursor to principles that resemble the Gramscian notion of “nazional-popolare,” which became a common theme in Italian intellectual debates during the 1950s. Mention could be made of a few essays by Antonio Gramsci in his Prison Notebooks, published in 1950: for example, “Osservazioni sul folklore” (“Observations on Folklore”) encouraged the critical study of folk culture as a historical, subaltern “conception of the world,” one which was autonomous and in opposition to hegemonic culture.13 In notebook 21 on popular literature, Gramsci introduced the concepts of “national-popular” art and that of the “organic intellectual.” He claimed that “a national-popular literature, narrative and other kinds, has always been lacking in Italy and still is” because of the gulf that existed between the worlds of

music, sound, and audiovisual strategies in these films (particularly on the less-studied Non c’è pace), which will enable me to expand on some of the points examined here.


intellectuals and ordinary people; an “organic intellectual” should arrive and finally bridge the gap between these universes, so as to guide (and be guided by) the folk towards higher levels of self-awareness and socio-political agency.14

Although De Santis was unaware of Gramsci’s vision, his work was not far from it, given that he wanted to make a national-popular cinema that could give voice to and empower the subaltern.15 However, as many scholars have noted, his films do not offer an entirely straightforward rendition of the world in which his characters move. De Santis’s was a “poetic realism,” a re-elaboration of reality that enabled a number of questions about society to emerge in a quasi-Brechtian way.16 The director himself defined his films as an instance of hybridity: “hybridization of genres is, in my opinion, the key to my cinema.”17 Thus, while narrating stories of peasants, he adopted a cinematic language that was also informed by American popular movies and Russian cinema.18 His poetics of hybridity often blurred the line be-

14 Gramsci, “Concept of ‘National-Popular,’” in The Gramsci Reader, 368.
15 On this topic, see: Vitti, Peppe De Santis secondo se stesso, 189, 231 and 235. Revealing of some connections between De Santis and Gramsci’s thought are also the director’s reflections in “Cinema e Narrativa,” Film d’oggi 1, no. 21 (1945): 3.
18 One point that triggered harsh criticism and that appears to have been a source of anxiety for De Santis himself is the director’s ambivalent attitude towards American culture. De Santis was strongly influenced by American film, but at the same time he criticized American capitalism and its articulation through mass-media; see Peter Bondanella, Italian Cinema: From Neorealism to the Present (New York: Ungar, 1983), 82-85. De Santis never denied his admiration for the literature of the New Deal era, which he considered one of neorealism’s sources of inspiration, and for American Western and Musical films. Nevertheless, De Santis’s reactions to interviewers’ and critics’ comments sometimes betrayed an anxious need to establish some distance between his cinema and the American models. In an exchange with Antonio Vitti, for instance, he bypassed this intuitive remark of the interviewer: “I’ve always wondered why you feel bothered when critics notice elements in your films coming from American Westerns” (see Peppe De Santis secondo se stesso, 189; see also, in the same volume, Vitti’s interviews with De Santis at pages 61, 66 and 170–73, and Vitti’s article “L’influenza della letteratura americana sul neorealismo”, 21–36). Moreover, while De Santis declared on several occasions his respect for American democracy, he also took a stance against the consumerist side of American culture, symbolized by “boogie-woogie, chewing gum, easy money”—elements that are nevertheless extremely seductive in his films; quoted in Francesco Pitassio, Neorealist Film Culture, 1945–1954. Rome, Open Cinema (Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2019), 40. On the ambiguous cultural politics and ideologies that informed postwar Italian leftist circles, see Stephen Gundle, Between Hollywood and
tween established cultural divides, such as the one that saw folk culture as essentially opposed to the capitalist universe.

Such ambivalences speak of the director’s own contradictory impulses, and leave a permanent mark on his films. This also applies to their music, the soundtracks interspersing preexisting folk repertoire (or, better, what at the time was considered to be “musica popolare” [folk music]), popular music, and newly composed film scores in symphonic style. In the pages that follow, I ask what values were attached to these musical repertoires (especially folk music and popular music) and explore what they reveal about the different ways in which postwar Italian culture listened to the folkloric voice. Given the space available here, I limit my discussion to Caccia tragica, the first chapter of the Trilogia della terra.

Caccia tragica takes place in the Po Valley immediately after the Second World War. It is a parable of national reconstruction and class solidarity after years of devastation caused by the conflict, a story of desperate veterans returning from the front and poor peasants trying to unite to start a new communal life built on socialist values. There are four main protagonists. Giovanna and Michele are peasants working in a cooperative and, along with the community of field workers, they represent the film’s positive pole; representing the bad side of human nature is another couple, Daniela and Alberto, who are bandits. At the beginning of the film, the latter couple commits a robbery, stealing the money needed by the cooperative to lease land and agricultural machineries, and kidnapping Giovanna (Michele’s wife), whom they take as a hostage. Daniela and Alberto embody individualist and consumerist values, posing a threat to the peasant community’s peace and unity. Yet Alberto is an ambiguous villain: although Daniela, his lover, has convinced him to become a bandit, he had actually been Michele’s comrade during the war, sharing the shocking experience of the German concentration camps with him. As such, there is an unspoken bond between Alberto and Michele, preventing the former from being totally subsumed by an individualist vision of the world. Indeed, as the film unfolds, we witness Alberto’s gradual repentance. Although he initially supports Daniela and tries to flee with her from the community, who “hunt” them down to retrieve the money and rescue Giovanna, he ultimately gets tired of his criminal life, sabotaging his partner’s evil plans and freeing their hostage before then embracing the cooperative’s socialist values.

The soundtrack for *Caccia tragica* includes several popular songs and folk melodies as sung and heard by members of the farming community (“*canti popolari*,” as the director often calls them in the script). These pieces are associated with various rural traditions, as well as political songs heard and sung by the portrayed farmworkers. Alongside these, several cues composed by Giuseppe Rosati also punctuate the action. Rather than having a mere denotative role, popular music is here infused with values that help define the characters and develop the sociopolitical message that De Santis had in mind. He typically associates folk music with the good characters, while reserving the use of popular music—the voice of capitalism, of mass culture—for the villains. In so doing, he contributed to the musical articulation of the “folk music vs. capitalism” dichotomy, which, as noted above, was becoming fashionable at the time. Yet the boundary between these two poles is not always as clear-cut as one might imagine.

The film’s central scene provides a good example of how De Santis creates a link between popular music and the villains. At minute 00:41:07, we see the bandits with their hostage Giovanna in a country villa, a secret refuge where they have gathered to discuss their criminal plans. The place is filled with visual references to consumerism, such as advertisements, a bottle of champagne, and a radio (see figure 1). We hear the broadcast of a series of well-known wartime songs: the swing tune “Begin the Beguine,” the patriotic American march *Stars and Stripes Forever* by John Philip Sousa, a partisan song (“Avanti siam ribelli”), and the Nazi-tainted tune “Lili Marleen” (which had become popular during the war both in Germany and among its enemies). As Guido Michelone has observed, De Santis here wants to “narrate and explain, through the music, the Italian situation at the time” by drawing attention to the increasing “intrusion of Americanism at the level of mass culture, a model that was replacing both the Fascist rhetoric and genuine folk culture.”

---

19 I refer here to the streaming file available online: “Caccia tragica (Giuseppe de Santis) 1947,” YouTube, uploaded on October 12, 2021, https://youtu.be/M6KN5wpV4TU. The film has never been distributed on DVD, but, to my knowledge, some VHS copies were released in the 1990s by Gruppo Editoriale Bramante – Pantmedia, Mondadori Video and VideoClub Luce – VideoRai.

as *Riso amaro*), the presence of musical reproduction devices (such as the radio or the gramophone) symbolizes the threat posed by mass culture, particularly American popular culture.\(^{21}\) In this scene, the radio seems to commodify American music, war, and resistance songs by featuring them in a continuous stream that reduces all music into mere objects of aesthetic consumption.

Daniela, the antihero of *Caccia tragica*, is passionately fond of the radio. As she talks to Alberto about their crimes and future aspirations, she expresses her individualist vision of the world and desire to become famous like a star (“today everyone is thinking about us [because of our robbery]”, she exclaims). This moment is accompanied by “Lili Marleen,” which she is particularly fond of (indeed, “Lili Marleen” is her nickname). Daniela is thus linked with a tune that, although appropriated in the 1940s by the Allied troops, also had strong Nazi connotations.\(^{22}\) More importantly, she is associated with the world of popular music as epitomized by the radio.


\(^{22}\) In the film, these connections are indirectly reinforced by the fact that “Lili Marleen” is heard immediately after the end of “Avanti siam ribelli”.

Fig. 1 Giuseppe De Santis, *Caccia tragica* (1947). Still frame at minute 00:42:19 (see note 19)
Alberto’s position towards “Lili Marleen” and the radio, by contrast, is somewhat different. When the song starts, he tries to turn the device off (figure 2), yet Daniela insists the song be allowed to play on. These simple gestures clearly signal the gap between the two protagonists and their cultural models. Alberto oscillates between Daniela’s individualism and the allure of capitalist culture on the one hand, and the more traditional values of solidarity embodied by Giovanna and Michele on the other. The parable of sin and repentance that ultimately leads him to embrace the cooperative’s communal life at the film’s ending is therefore prefigured in this scene on a musical level—i.e., as an attempt by Alberto to reject popular music (and the radio) along with the values which are implicitly attached to it.

While Daniela is unequivocally associated with “Lili Marleen,” Alberto is here musically characterized by the partisan song “Avanti siam ribelli.” It is surely not coincidental that this music—which obviously had a positive connotation for De Santis as well as, most likely, much of his audience—begins to play just as Alberto tells Giovanna of his guilt over his immoral life. As observed above, Alberto is not a real villain and Daniela’s dangerous appeal proves for him to be only a temporary departure from the good
values associated with his rural upbringing. The allure of capitalism brings him to the verge of losing contact with the “genuine folk”—i.e., the peasant community. The scene thus seems to represent Alberto’s unsettled and confused state of mind through a musical analogy. “Avanti sìam ribelli” is a reminder of the folk’s revolutionary power, and yet its juxtaposition on the radio to American popular music and “Lili Marleen” suggests that it has been commodified. In linking “Avanti sìam ribelli” with Alberto’s remorse, De Santis talks of the positive values embodied by this music; at the same time, he imagines a scenario in which the partisan song could be corrupted (just like Alberto when he embraces Daniela’s values), becoming an object of mere aesthetic consumption as it enters the domain of popular music mediatized by the radio.

In other scenes in the film, folk music serves as a powerful agent of moral development and solidarity. In the sequence that precedes his final repentance (01:07:33), we see Alberto fighting an irate Michele who wants revenge for the kidnapping of his wife by his former comrade. Michele hits Alberto, calling him a “coward” and a “traitor.” While this happens, we hear the utterances of some veterans in the background; they are speaking at a meeting for the creation of the National Popular Front, which is taking place nearby. Ironically, their speech is all about solidarity, peace, and mutual support (“no discord, no divisions between us”); yet the two fighters—particularly Michele—seem oblivious to these words. It is only when one of the veterans’ chants is heard (01:09:17) that Michele stops hitting Alberto and forgives him for his crimes, thereby enabling him to be readmitted into the community. Folk music thus acts as a cohesive agent: it provides the most effective expression of a mutually supportive community, the vehicle through which the sinner (Alberto) can be pardoned and reject his individualistic ambitions.

The fact that folk music in *Caccia tragica* is imbued with socialist values and poses a serious threat to those who represent capitalism is also suggested by a scene in the original script that was ultimately deleted from the final cut.23

---

23 “Caccia tragica – Sul fiume c’è ancora la guerra,” SCENEG 00 09691, Sceneggiature 1946–1947, Fondo Giuseppe De Santis, Centro Sperimentale di Cinematografia, Rome. De Santis erased a few sentences in the original script, as reflected in my transcription (see Appendix, document 1).
Scene 81
... On the boat, Giovanna looks scared and discouraged. Daniela stands up and moves towards the boatman, an old man who seems to be drunk. He is whistling cheerfully whilst rowing. Daniela looks at him and says:

Daniela: “Stay in the middle, don’t go near the riverbanks!”

The old man does not listen to her and continues to whistle. Daniela looks around and on one of the banks ... she sees...

... a festive crowd, with flags and signs; they are walking and singing on the bank. Many people are riding bikes, some are on carriages and others are just walking. They are clearly heading towards a people’s assembly.

Daniela grabs the boatman from behind and shakes him.

Songs – Voices

Danila: “Move away from the banks, I told you! Listen to me, stay in the middle of the river!”

Songs sound nearer

Giovanna: “Hey!! Hey!!!!”

Giovanna follows with her eyes the cortega of the people going to the assembly from a distance. She then stands up and shouts from the boat, waiving her arms:

Giovanna (off-screen): “Help me! Help me!”

Song and unintelligible shouts of Giovanna

Giovanna sits down, disappointed.

Daniela looks mockingly at Giovanna. Then she bursts out laughing. The old man keeps rowing and whistling.

Song of the people
Daniela is on a boat with the hostage Giovanna. While they are rowing down a river, the singing of the veterans heading towards their meeting resounds from one of the riverbanks. The scene’s physical, political, and moral space is defined through music. Daniela wants to remain in the middle of the river because the song, which threatens her individualist conception of the world, grows louder when the boatman gets closer to the banks. Folk music is perceived by the villain as a powerful and haunting presence.

From what has been said above, it is apparent that De Santis generally adheres to a straightforward binary opposition between folk and popular music, respectively, as the repositories of revolutionary/progressive values on the one hand and regressive/consumerist principles on the other. Nevertheless, certain moments in Caccia tragica complicate this rather simplistic, black-and-white divide. I have already noted how the use of “Avanti siam ribelli” in the radio scene touches on this problematic dichotomy. At other points in the film, we find folk music accompanying the emergence of reactionary values. A good example occurs at the beginning of the film. Here, the field workers are being forced by some of their despotic landowner’s henchmen to return the lands and agricultural machinery that they have been leasing; at the same time, a smaller group of peasants who have just arrived on some carriages help the henchmen to execute the landowner’s orders. The local community is thus internally divided, and the mercenaries mock the other peasants by singing the “Osterie,”—i.e., certain well-known sarcastic folk songs (00:09:22). Here, folk music becomes a divisive element rather than a tool that encourages social solidarity.

The broader idea that the folk, as a revolutionary force, is immune to and rejects hegemonic culture is questioned in certain scenes within this film as well as in others that De Santis directed. There are moments in which the peasants are shown to be enjoying the morally equivocal sounds of capitalism. The complex scene with the veterans’ train is a case in point (00:58:32). In this instance, some of the villains (Alberto and a few black market dealers) and the peasants share the same physical and sonic space, since they are both on a train where a band is playing a “boogie-woogie” (see figure 3). While the performance is a musical index of deleterious Americanism, the peasants nevertheless seem to be enjoying it. In the original script, De Santis indicated that he wanted a folk tune to be performed here, whereas in the film’s final version the voice of the peasants has been erased and replaced by American music. Of course, this might be read as the director’s critique of the risks of cultural contamination. On the other hand, this musical choice could also be interpreted as indicating the director’s penchant...
for hybridization, which informs at least part of the soundtrack and enables unexpected exchanges to emerge between folk culture and mass-mediated culture.

The above examples show that different values are associated with folk music in De Santis’s *Caccia tragica*. Even if its connection with the positive characters generally seems to prevail, folk music can also be entrusted to negative characters that are driven by individualist interests. Moreover, members of the folk community seem at times to be allured by the sounds of consumerism. These short circuits certainly add complexity to the simplistic dichotomy “folk music vs. capitalism” (which is nevertheless at work in many scenes) and point to a broader tension that characterized post-war Italian culture at large. Indeed, the wave of folklorism that emerged in the wake of the publication of Gramsci’s “Osservazioni sul folklore” in 1950—a wave which found its immediate outlet in the aforementioned ethnographic and ethnomusicological expeditions, and culminated with the folk music revival movement in the 1960s and 1970s—was plagued with latent and unavoidable contradictions. In an article published in 1978, Diego Carpitella denounced the “false ideology” that informed the rediscovery
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*Fig. 3 De Santis, *Caccia tragica*. Still frame at minute 00:58:56 (see note 19)*
of musical folklore. In his view, questionable paternalism and essentialism often lurked behind the revivalists’ attitude towards folk culture, depriving it of its agency. Furthermore, Carpitella noted that the call for “authenticity” by those who wanted to popularize folk music was in fact leading to a commodification of the repertoire, which was almost always decontextualized and spectacularized. Such inconsistencies in the “ideology of folklore” were the result of the impossible attempt to deny the dialectical relationship existing between the revived folk music and the (capitalist) cultural system into which it was being introduced.  

I contend that these insightful reflections—especially the point on the dialectic between folk music and capitalism—can be fruitfully applied to the representation of folk music in De Santis’s soundtracks, for they appear to foreshadow questions that would become burning in the following decades.

*The Power of the Peasants’ Soundscape: Whistles and Bells.*

There are other productive ways to explore De Santis’s approach to the voice of the portrayed folkloric communities, and to address Dyer’s questions about hierarchies and sonic representation of the subalterns. One such way is to abandon a music-centered perspective and focus instead on sound effects. Elena Mosconi has claimed that neorealism was characterized by a new sensibility towards sounds and noises. Indeed, many Italian postwar films portrayed not only landscapes, but also soundscapes “that were neglected by previous cinema.” These soundscapes, I would add, were invested with cultural, ideological, and political values. This is particularly true for De Santis’s films, where recurring sonic elements characterize and tend to empower the represented subaltern communities and their space. In the following pages, I shift my attention from traditional musical values

---


to a consideration of the complex folkloric soundscape in *Caccia tragica*. I discuss, in particular, the crucial role played by whistles and bells. While I acknowledge that these sounds belong to different fields of human expression, discussing them together enables me to show how they achieve similar communicative and political functions in *Caccia tragica*, and how they both provide the represented people with means to threaten the film’s villains and their values.

The act of whistling pervades a scene in *Caccia tragica* which follows the aforementioned “radio” episode. At 00:52:25, we see the bandits leaving their refuge, which has been discovered and put under siege by Michele and his fellow companions. Daniela, Alberto, and their accomplices make their way through the surrounding crowd by using Giovanna, their hostage, as a human shield. However, their escape is soon transformed into a walk of shame. One of the peasants starts whistling, and the gesture is repeated by his companions (see figure 4). A choir of whistles subsequently accompanies the bandits. Daniela is the only one who shows indifference, while Al-

26 In this article I must limit my discussion to *Caccia tragica*, but other Italian postwar films feature whistles and bells as distinctive elements of rural/folkloric soundscapes. Some examples are mentioned in notes 27, 32, and 35.
berto looks nervous and frightened. Whistling simultaneously empowers the peasants whilst also weakening the bandits.

Whistling is a sonic signifier of peasants and proletarians in many Italian films.\(^{27}\) A systematic examination of the role of whistling in narrative cinema is long overdue. Here I will limit myself to a few general observations. Whistling is often connected with ideas of difference and excess. In fact, with its potential noisiness and its distance from verbal language, whistling occupies a disreputable position. People have always whistled, but this sonic act inhabits the fringes of official culture, as testified by the difficulty of finding studies that explore its history, and by the rarity, in the musical realm, of professional whistlers.\(^{28}\) Whistling is often associated with the lowest classes and their supposedly rude behavior. It is not surprising, then, that well-mannered bourgeois rarely whistles in Italian postwar films; this act is generally associated with people living on the edge of society, in particular peasants, miners, rascals, proletarians, and protesters. Whistling implies the violent emission of high-pitched sounds, which defy the rationale, measured logic of verbal discourse, the dominant norm of *logos*.

A good way of thinking about whistling—or at least some forms of whistling, which can be heard and seen in Italian films portraying folk com-

\(^{27}\) Like *Caccia tragica*, some films use the subalterns’ whistles in a non-musical way. This is the case of the whistling boys in the last scene of *Roma città aperta* (dir. Roberto Rossellini, 1945): the noisy sound they produce can be intended as an expression of solidarity to Don Pietro and protest against his execution. In many other Italian films—especially from the 1960s and the 1970s—whistles acquire musical value; nevertheless, they are almost always associated with folkloric, rural, and exotic contexts—i.e., with ideas of spatial and cultural otherness. Pier Paolo Pasolini’s films abound in scenes where the “sub-proletarian” protagonists whistle folk tunes (e.g., Ninetto Davoli in *Decameron*, 1971, and *Canterbury Tales*, 1972). Other films adopt the whistle as an element of the extradiegetic score: particularly famous are the whistles of Alessandro Alessandroni that resonate in the music by Ennio Morricone for Lina Wertmüller’s *I basilischi* (1963) or for Sergio Leone’s western films.

\(^{28}\) There is scant literature on whistling. The most recent and comprehensive study is *A Brief History of Whistling*, by John Lucas and Allan Chatburn (Nottingham: Five Leaves Publications, 2013). See also: Peter F. Ostwald, “When People Whistle,” *Language & Speech* 2, no. 3 (1959): 137–45; A.V. van Stekelenburg, “Whistling in Antiquity,” *Akroterion* 45 (2000): 65–74. The reflections by Steven Connor in *Beyond Words: Sobs, Hums, Stutters and other Vocalizations* (London: Reaktion Books, 2014) might also prove useful to make sense of the act of whistling and its communicative values. Connor focuses on “the world of sound events beyond articulate speech” (10); whistling does not feature in his analysis, but Connor’s idea that “the [non-articulated, non-verbal] noises of the voice” (10) can have semantic, political, and cultural values might be productively applied to an ethnography or a history of whistling (both in cinema and beyond).
munities—is by drawing a parallel with Nadia Seremetakis’s definition of “the screaming” (klama) in her ethnography of women’s mourning practices in Inner Mani, Greece. Seremetakis understands screaming in women’s laments as a bodily, excessive acoustic utterance that, for its violence and distance from the hegemonic acoustics based on low voices and “rational” sounds related with language, retains a certain degree of “transgression.” She argues that Inner Mani women “disseminate the signs of transgression through screaming. Screaming is tied to the condition of anastatosi, disorder and inversion.”

For its excess, screaming participates in “dangerous” and “contagious” threatening attitudes against dominant powers, and it “demarcates and encloses a collectivity of subjects in exile.”

In a similar vein, we can read whistling as a marker of cultural, social, and political difference, which may be why Italian directors frequently link it with folkloric or peripheral worlds that are believed to resist the hegemonic realm. As with klama, the excessive, abnormal whistling can represent a threatening and transgressive sound. This emerges with clarity if we go back to the aforementioned scene in Caccia tragica. While the peasants are holding rifles, they cannot use these against the villains because a gunfight would potentially harm Giovanna, the hostage. Whistling, then, offers an alternative form of resistance. One of the peasants starts whistling and is immediately followed by the others as a sort of vocal ensemble that submerges the bandits—an effect that is visually reinforced by the dolly shot of the whistling people, and the shot/countershot showing the reaction of the villains. The idea of a threatening choral sound that stems from the initiative of an individual is a strong metaphor of solidarity, and the crescendo effect that is obtained through this process of sonic accumulation is a particularly effective way to show the overwhelming power of the folk’s whistling.

The sound of bells, like whistling, is another index of the folkloric space. In Caccia tragica, bell sounds provide an additional way of symbolizing the peasants’ power. If one thinks of the historical significance of bells

31 The use of sonic crescendos associated with the folkloric world will become a trope in De Santis’s films (for instance, in Riso amaro and Non c’è pace tra gli ulivi) and was also employed by other postwar Italian directors (e.g., Roberto Rossellini, Vittorio De Seta), a topic I will discuss in another article.
32 In “Per un paesaggio (sonoro) italiano,” Mosconi examines the presence and role of
in rural communities, this comes as no surprise. In his seminal study Village Bells, Alain Corbin discusses several values with which bells have been connected throughout different periods of European history, and he shows how they have been fundamental in shaping social time and space (one that is physical, spiritual, and political). Indeed, before the advent of industrialization, bells were one of the most important sounds, and although their centrality and power declined with the onset of metropolitan soundscapes, they nonetheless retained a certain degree of relevance in the “peripheries” (i.e., towns and rural villages), hence their connection with the folkloric soundscape.33 Steven Feld, who has also devoted himself to studying and recording bells, has reflected on how they can “signal both authority and disruption”—that is, they are invested with power in certain historical and social contexts.34

Caccia tragica is only one of many Italian films in which bells are used to define the folkloric world.35 What is interesting, here, is that the peasants’ bells exhibit a powerful agency of their own, an acoustical force that stands in opposition to the capitalist world. They can be heard at many points in the film, notably when the peasants ring them to mobilize the whole community in chasing the bandits (00:29:02: “Sound the alarm with town bells, too!”). Beyond this narrative circumstance, however, it is the quasi-expressionist treatment of their sound which makes them such a powerful signifier of the peasants’ antagonism. By using this acoustic device, De Santis tends to blur the lines between the diegetic and the non-diegetic, and to play with our sense of space: indeed, in many scenes, the villains’ voices are drowned out by loud bell ringing, which seems to come from nowhere. For example, the bandits’ refuge is clearly located in an isolated area, and yet bells invade and pervade this space, often disrupting the communication between the villains in a way that reinforces the idea of folk as representing a haunting, controlling presence. At 00:39:40, Daniela is shown entering a

bells in various neorealist films. As an example of bells used by peasant communities to resist the oppressors, she mentions the case of Vivere in pace (To Live in Peace, 1947, dir. Luigi Zampa). Mosconi’s article does not provide close readings but proves a stimulating starting point for further analyses.

35 See, for instance, the opening of Luchino Visconti’s La terra trema (1948) and Cecilia Mangini’s Stendali (1960).
room to meet some of her accomplices. When she opens the door, the bells suddenly fill the air. The unnaturalness of the sync-point somehow empowers their sound by making it seem abnormal, strange, and unexpectedly spectral. Later in this scene (00:45:40), Daniela enters another room: the bells, which had stopped ringing, now invade her space once again. One of the accomplices hears them and makes an ironic comment about the peasants’ uprising (00:45:53); Daniela will do the same while talking to Alberto only a couple of minutes later in the film (00:47:47). This seems to contradict the idea that the bells occupy a non-diegetic space, but the sync-points prepared by De Santis and the anomalous volume create an expressionistic effect of estrangement that would not be possible without the ambiguous blending of the diegetic and the non-diegetic. Elsewhere (00:32:26–00:33:11) De Santis opts for more traditional sonic bridges: different scenes and spaces in the film are connected through the bells’ sound—something which gives the impression that the bells (and by extension the peasants and their voices) are everywhere.

\textit{Sounds on Paper: Noi che facciamo crescere il grano}

Before concluding, it is worth devoting a few words to an unfinished film project which De Santis conceived in relation to the \textit{Trilogy of the Land}. The script for the film in question, entitled \textit{Noi che facciamo crescere il grano} (\textit{We Who Grow Grain}), is kept at the CSC archive, and it was written in the 1950s by the director himself, in collaboration with Corrado Alvaro and Basilio Franchina. The aim of the authors was to narrate the precarious conditions of farm laborers in Calabria in the years following the Second World War, where latifundism, unemployment, and poverty were long-standing problems. Drawing on real events that took place in Corvino, near Crotone, the film aimed to focus on peasant resistance against the exploitative system enjoyed by the landowners. Folk music and sounds would have played a crucial role in relaying this conflict and in conveying the film’s progressive message.

The film’s main protagonists are Annibale Zappalà and his family. With the aid of the town’s schoolteacher, who somehow epitomizes the Gramscian “organic intellectual,” Annibale tries to obtain the usufruct of the fief of San Donato—an area of uncultivated land which figures among the territories managed by the authoritarian Don Carmelo Zampa on behalf of the latifundist Baron Balsamo—from the Crotone authorities. Annibale
convinces the community to rebel against Don Carmelo and sign a petition to obtain the fief, to which the peasants had legal rights. This consequently triggers a violent conflict between the peasant community and Don Carmelo. Arrested by corrupt policemen, Annibale is then released; he subsequently goes on to lead a peasant revolt which culminates in their reclaiming of these lands, Don Carmelo’s defeat, and ultimately Annibale’s death, through which he becomes a sort of martyr.

Since the project was never completed, it is impossible to ascertain whether De Santis planned to accompany this film with an orchestral score, as he had done in his previous productions. Nevertheless, the script’s draft provides an insight into the role that sound and *musica popolare* would have played in the film. Apart from decorative, atmospheric moments where folk music would have primarily added a touch of local color to the events portrayed, there are several other scenes in which this repertoire fulfills a crucial dramatic and ideological role. A notable example occurs halfway through the film. After his initial attempts to occupy the lands and return them to the peasant community, Annibale is arrested and imprisoned in La Castella, a fortress built on a small island. Tragic events follow: a landslide hits the village of Corvino and causes the death of Titta, one of Annibale’s sons. Out of despair, Assunta secretly goes to the prison where her husband is confined and breaks the terrible news to him. In order to circumvent the jailers’ control, she improvises a dirge beneath the fortress’ walls.

36 The first scenes are full of references to “joyful” folk songs and instrumental pieces for mouth harp and accordion, which help construct the idea of a folkloric environment. See, for instance, scene 2: “nell’aria il suono sottile e struggente di uno scacciapensieri” (in the air, the thin, heartbreaking sound of a mouth harp); “[Paolo, one of Zappala’s sons] suonando allegramente il suo scacciapensieri” (cheerfully playing his mouth harp); scene 3: “ogni tanto una fisarmonica fa sentire la sua stanca musica” (every now and then, you could hear some weary music coming out of an accordion); scene 5: “[Paolo] canticchia allegramente” (sings merrily); see “Noi che facciamo crescere il grano,” SCENEG 00 09686, Sceneggiature 1949, Fondo Giuseppe De Santis, Centro Sperimentale di Cinematografia, Rome (see Appendix, document 2).
[Scene 91: Sea, the cliffs of Punta delle Castella. Annibale’s prison can be seen in the background]

Medium shot (MS) – Assunta … starts singing an improvised dirge.

MS – Castle-Prison window. Behind the grate, the ghost-like face of Annibale appears; he has recognized his wife’s voice.

MS – At the sight of her husband, Assunta lingers for a moment, then resumes her dirge:

MS – On hearing these words, Annibale holds the grate, almost as if he is falling down. He purses his lips to muffle a scream. His sobs almost suffocate him …

Assunta continues her dirge in desperation:

MS – Annibale cries like a baby upon hearing Assunta’s invocation.

Assunta performs her funeral lament from a boat, just below the cliff where Annibale’s prison is located, and her song conceals the act of informative and emotional exchange that is happening between the pair. Folk music thereby serves as a powerful way to transgress the oppressors’ control. A similar thing happens in Riso amaro, where one of the mondine (rice weeder) explains to one of the protagonists, Francesca, that “they [the landowners] don’t let us talk; if you have anything to say, sing it.”37 An even more striking connection with Noi che facciamo can be found in Vittorio De Si-

ca’s *Ieri, oggi, domani* (*Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow, 1963*). In the film’s first episode (*Adelina*, set in Naples), the protagonist (a cigarette smuggler) is put in jail. One night, her husband Carmine manages to reach the prison walls where he begins to sing a serenade under her window. Carmine’s song provides a means to bypass the guard’s control and inform Adelina of the mercy petition that has just been submitted. As this example reveals, the trope of using folk music to express subversive power seemingly had a long life in Italian film.

But, once again, it is especially through sound that De Santis seeks to empower the folk’s voice. Even in the case of *Noi che facciamo*, the folkloric soundscape is not composed exclusively of songs, for it also includes numerous non-verbal signals that seeks to undermine the capitalist oppressors’ order. The first attempt by Don Carmelo and the police to disband the peasants fails. In this instance, the weapon used by the community against their enemies is the sound of clapping. This scene thus invites comparison with the one discussed earlier in *Caccia tragica* that makes use of whistling. In both cases, whistles and clapping are used in a *crescendo* that goes from individual to group performance, and from low volume to high.

[Scene 67] Long Shot (LS) – The ridge of a hill at the margins of the occupied land, where the marshal and two *carabinieri* immediately appear. They stop and look at…

LS – … the field, crowded with peasants standing still.

Full Shot (FS) – the marshal looks carefully towards the peasants. Closely behind his group, Don Carmelo and his people can be seen. … The marshall starts moving forward… then stops again and looks around.

FS – Together with his sons and Genio, Annibale looks carefully around. Then, with a sudden insight, he starts clapping his hands. **CLAPPING HANDS**

---

38 For a comprehensive overview of this film, see Gualtiero De Santi and Manuel De Sica, eds., “*Ieri, oggi, domani*” di Vittorio De Sica: testimonianze, interventi, sceneggiatura (Rome: Associazione Amici di Vittorio De Sica, 2002).
FS – Other peasants, gathered in group, glance at each other with puzzled looks. Amid them, Giosuè starts clapping. Behind him, Peppe follows suit.

FS – Two women and one boy start clapping as well.

Medium shot (MS) – The marshal on horseback observes the scene, bewildered.

MS – The marshal is increasingly worried. Don Carmelo arrives and tells him:

The marshal, without looking at him, recommends that he:

He starts moving forward again on horseback.

... While he approaches, the clapping grows louder and stronger (off-screen).

LS – Peasants clapping more and more frantically.

MS, Reverse Tracking Shot – The marshal moves forward while the applause grows louder and louder.

MS – The marshal moves forward on horseback and the applause continues to grow stronger. He takes his hat off and wipes his sweat, shaking his head. Don Carmelo goes near to him again and, with his finger, points at...

MS – ... Annibale and his group, who are desperately clapping their hands.

MS – The marshal puts his hat on again and says to Don Carmelo:

Don Carmelo: “What should we do, marshal? They are doing it on purpose, to trick you.”


Don Carmelo: “There he is. That’s Annibale Zappalà.”

CLAPPING
Then the marshal turns his horse and goes away, followed by his men. Don Carmelo leaves, too, but in the opposite direction, after giving a hostile look to the peasants. … The peasants’ applause keeps filling the air.39

Steven Connor has provided an insightful ethnography of clapping, noting how the principle of “adversity”—an impact of things, namely hands—is a precondition of this gesture. As he explains, “clapping retains its associations with violence, functioning as an emblematic display on the body of the aggressor of what may be in the offing for his victim.”40 Of course, this violent, oppositional understanding of clapping is just one of many possible cultural interpretations of this gesture. Connor acknowledges, for example, that clapping can also be linked to magical actions, therapy, and celebration, among other things. Yet this reading fits perfectly with the situation relayed by the script of Noi che facciamo. What is more, Connor highlights how clapping “makes you aware of yourself” and facilitates a “circulation of energies” between the clapping subjects, which is precisely the same kind of empowerment that De Santis’s peasants seem to experience.41

The last fight between the peasants and the landowners is also accompanied by a complex audiovisual dramaturgy—one that is not dissimilar from the strategies that De Santis had already employed in Caccia tragica, with its alternation of villain and peasant sounds. Here, the opposition is between a sowers’ song initiated by Annibale and imitated by all the peasants, and the sound of the trotting horses of Don Carmelo’s henchmen.

39 See Appendix, document 3.
41 Connor, 72–73.
[Scene 137] Extreme Close Up – Happily and smiling, Annibale loudly sings a joyful and ancient folk song for sowing grain. Reverse Tracking Shot – Behind and beside him, there is a long queue of sowers, among which Addolorata, Teresina, Paolo, Bastiano, and Genio can be seen. They are intent on scattering seeds in the furrows, with sweeping gestures.

Another Reverse Tracking Shot shows groups of peasants in the background, descending the slope with their loaded mules; women are going down with them, carrying heavy sacks on their heads. Other groups of peasants are already at the land border (…). They all start following Annibale and intone his song. The valley resounds with the song, infinitely amplifying it.


The sowers’ song fills the room, as loudly as it had previously in the fields. The song is like the voice of the nightmare that had compelled Don Carmelo, Antonio and Delaida to remain together during the sleepless night.

They are distant from each other, as if kept apart by a secret resentment. Don Carmelo walks around the room with heavy, slow steps. Antonio is sitting, smoking nervously, and there are many cigarette butts scattered on the ground. Delaida, down the corridor, is sitting on the first step of the staircase, resting her head against the wall. The sowers’ song seems to overpower and control them. Slow Forward Tracking Shot, which excludes Don Carmelo and Delaida, leading to a close-up (ECU) of Antonio. At this moment, the sowers’ song ends abruptly; it is suddenly replaced by the sound of horses trotting, first heard from a distance, and then increasingly close by. Antonio raises his head to hear them.

ECU – Don Carmelo and Delaida do the same.

Now it seems that the sound of the horses’ hooves fills the room with its echo, as it had happened before with the sowers’ song.

Medium shot (MS) – Antonio rushes towards the opened window. Delaida follows him. (…)

Sowers’ song

Horses trot

Horses trot
[Scene 141 – Sunrise. Road near Zappalà’s house.]
Long shot (LS) – Another desolate and squalid road in Corvino at dawn. In a remote corner some kids are playing innocently. The three horsemen enter, trotting. They scare the kids, who run away. (...) Rapid PANNING – Zappalà’s house, the door open. Assunta rushes to the door from the back of the room. Very quick Forward Tracking Shot – Assunta feels lost. When the camera focuses on her face, the sowers’ song starts again, replacing the sound of the horses trotting.

[Scene 142 – Outdoor. Sunrise. The San Donato estate.]
Full shot (FS) – Annibale sows and moves forward while singing. Behind him, Giosuè, Peppe, and others are also sowing and singing.
FS – Addolorata and Teresina are singing along a group of girls, while sowing.
FS – Paolo, Genio, and Bastiano, amidst a group of boys, sing together while sowing.

LS – The three horsemen gallop across the paths on the irregular slopes of the barren countryside. They kick up clouds of dust. Rather than the clatter of the horses, the sowers’ song is heard, echoing all around. (...)

[Scene 146 – Estate.]
The mass of peasants sow and move forward while singing. Suddenly, the song ceases, replaced by the abrupt sound of the horses racing. The mass of peasants stops sowing, listening carefully to the clatter of hooves. The clatter grows louder, filling the valley. Now the clatter stops abruptly, giving way to a long, threatening silence that overwhems everything and everyone.42

42 See Appendix, document 4.
This scene occurs immediately before the end of the film. The land has been reoccupied by the peasants following the authorization on behalf of the Crotone committee. Yet Don Carmelo refuses to capitulate and sends instead three horsemen to kill Annibale and convince the peasants to vacate the property. While Don Carmelo’s plan ultimately fails, Annibale does indeed get killed, in a portrayal of the villain’s last atrocity before the final triumph of the community of peasants. The conflicting groups are sonically characterized by the opposition between the sewers’ song, which becomes a threatening weapon that invades the villains’ space through a few sound bridges, and the trotting horses, whose noise periodically emerges and occasionally drowns out the other sounds. The juxtaposition of these two auditory elements creates the necessary counterpoint to enhance the underlying tension of this climactic scene. In keeping with the socialist ideal, we witness a shift from the individual singer to the singing community, and from a fleeting solo voice to the full-bodied chant of a whole group, magnified by the choral reprise of Annibale’s song after his death, at the end of the planned film.

**Conclusion**

In the script of *Noi che facciamo crescere il grano*, folk music functions as a repository of anti-capitalist values, a socially-binding agent that inspires the peasants to rebel against the oppressors and their individualistic mentality. The discourse on folk music that emerges from this film, then, seemingly fits in well with the “folk culture vs. capitalism” dichotomy outlined by many leftist intellectuals and folk music rediscoverers at around the same time. Such a dichotomy became even more marked during the 1960s, when the use of folk music became increasingly political, the surrounding debates displaying an obsessive concern about its alleged separation from consumerist, bourgeois society. De Santis’s films are prescient in that they anticipate the tenor of these debates whilst also offering a complex picture of their subject. In *Caccia tragica* the border between folk and capitalist culture is sometimes blurred. Admittedly, short-circuits in this discursive divide are quite exceptional in De Santis, but such exceptions are of particular interest, not least because they highlight ongoing tensions in Italian society that cannot be addressed by black-and-white narratives that enshrine folk music as an antidote to capitalist culture. The seeming contradictions in De Santis’s soundtracks show that a simplistic view of folk
music (i.e., as repository of anti-capitalist values) in fact belies a more complex, dialectic reality. Hence the importance of studying the representation of folk music in neorealist films, in spite of (or maybe because of) Dyer’s observation that their soundtracks were inconsistent with the aims of this kind of cinema.

The case of De Santis’s films also shows that the claim about neorealism as being indifferent to the voices of subaltern groups is not entirely accurate. A study of the soundscapes constructed by De Santis in his rural films gives a vivid impression of the director’s attempt to empower—which literally and metaphorically—the voices of the folk (albeit through the inevitably artificial means and conventions of narrative cinema). The “resonance” given to bells, whistles, and clapping in *Caccia tragica* and *Noi che facciamo* endows the peasants with a strong, haunting sonic presence that poses a serious, tangible threat to their enemies. In this respect, the sonic strategies adopted by De Santis to characterize his protagonists appear to be less ambiguous and more robust than his musical choices. Mapping the folkloric soundscapes in other films by De Santis and his contemporaries is the next step of a research—to my mind long overdue—aimed at exploring in a nuanced fashion the modus operandi and cultural politics that underpin the construction of subaltern voices in postwar Italian cinema.
Appendix

Transcriptions of the original scripts in the Fondo Giuseppe De Santis, Biblioteca Luigi Chiarini, Centro Sperimentale di Cinematografia, Rome.


Scena 81: Esterno – Giorno. Argine del Fiume

... Sulla barca Giovanna ha un'espressione di spaurito scoraggiamento. Daniela si alza in piedi, va verso il barcaiolo. Questo è un vecchio che ha tutta l’aria di essere ubriaco. Fischietta allegremente mentre rema. Daniela lo guarda un attimo, poi dice:

Il vecchio non le dà ascolto, continua a fischiare. Daniela guarda verso terra, e sulla riva ... vede...

... della folla festosa, con bandiere e cartelli procede sulla riva, cantando. Molti sono in bicicletta, altri in biroccini e calessi, altri ancora a piedi. Si dirigono evidentemente verso un comizio popolare

Daniela afferra un vecchio barcaiolo per le spalle e lo scuote

Daniela: “Stai nel mezzo, non andare vicino agli argini!”

Giovanna segue con gli occhi il passaggio sulla riva dei comizianti. Ad un tratto si alza in piedi sulla barca e agitando le braccia, grida:

Daniela: “Allontanati dalla riva, ti ho detto! Stai nel mezzo, come te lo devo dire!”

I canti sempre più vicino

Giovanna: “Ooooooh! Ooooooh! Ooooooh!”

Daniela si volta alle sue spalle a guardare Giovanna che grida, poi verso la riva.
I comizianti sulla riva fanno dei gesti di saluto all’indirizzo di Giovanna, evidentemente non avendo compreso il significato delle sue grida. Poi riprendono a cantare; soffocando così la voce di Giovanna.

Giovanna si accascia delusa a sedere

Daniela guarda Giovanna con espressione ironica. Poi scoppia in una fragorosa risata. Il vecchio continua a remare fischiando.

Giovanna (fuori campo): “Aiuto! Aiuto!”

Canto e grida indistinte di Giovanna

Doc. 2: Excerpt from Noi che facciamo crescere il grano. Sezione Sceneggiature, Sceneggiatura 1949, SCENEG 00 09686. Bound volume, A4; typescript with autograph corrections.

Scena 91: Mare presso scogliera Punta delle Castella. E si vede su sfondo la prigione di Annibale

PA (piano americano) – Assunta ha il volto reclinato, gli occhi dolenti fissi in un punto lontano, la bocca leggermente dischiusa. Inizia il canto d’una nenia improvvisata.

PA – Una finestra del castello-carceri. All’inferriata appare fantomatico il volto scarso di Annibale che ha riconosciuto la voce della propria donna.

PA – Assunta che scorge il marito e indugia un attimo, poi riprende la sua nenia.

Assunta: “Chiudi gli orecchi, carcerato mala notizia t’ho portato. O carcerato, che pena ti debbo dar.”

Voce di Assunta f.c. (fuori campo): “O carcerato che pena ti debbo dar!”

PA – Annibale a queste parole poggia le mani aperte contro l’inferriata, quasi per non crollare. Stringe la labbra per trattenere un grido. I singhiozzi lo soffocano.

Assunta: “Titta nostro ci ha lasciato, in fondo al mare è sotterrato. O che castigo Dio ci ha voluto dar!”

Voce di Assunta f.c.: “O che castigo Dio ci ha voluto dar!”
PA – Assunta che con disperazione continua il suo lamento.

PA – Annibale ha piegato la fronte sulle sbarre e piange come un bambino all’invocazione di Assunta.

Assunta: “Torna a casa, o carcerato, che la vita s’è spezzata. Marito mio, come possiamo far!”

Voce di Assunta f.c.: “Marito mio, come possiamo far!”

Doc. 3: Excerpt from Noi che facciamo crescere il grano.

Scena 67: CL (campo lungo)– Il crinale della collina ai margini della terra occupata, su cui spuntano il maresciallo e subito i due carabinieri. Il gruppo si arresta e guarda verso…

CL – … Il campo cosparso di contadini immobili, in attesa.
FI (figura intera) – Il maresciallo guarda attentamente verso i contadini. Dietro il suo gruppo, a poca distanza, si scorgono Don Carmelo e i suoi. Facendo un gesto a tutti quelli che sono dietro di lui, per dire di non muoversi, il maresciallo comincia ad avanzare, preceduto dal CARR., e si ferma nuovamente a guardare.

FI – Annibale, insieme ai suoi figli e a Genio, guarda attentamente. Poi, illuminandosi, comincia a battere le mani.
FI – Un altro gruppetto di contadini che si scambiano occhiate interrogative. In mezzo ad essi, Giosuè comincia a battere le mani. Dietro di lui è Peppe che lo imita.
FI – Due donne e un ragazzo cominciano anche loro ad applaudire…
PA – Il maresciallo, a cavallo, osserva, perplesso, la scena.

(...)

(...)

Battere di mani

Applausi

Applausi

Applausi
CL – Ora tutti i contadini, uomini, donne, vecchi, bambini sono uniti in un fitto e continuo applauso.

PA – Il maresciallo, sempre più pensoso. Arriva trafelato Don Carmelo, che gli dice:

Il maresciallo, senza guardarlo, gli raccomanda:

e comincia nuovamente ad avanzare, sul suo cavallo, preceduto dal CARR. Man mano che avanza, gli applausi crescono sempre più fragorosi, e intensi, da f.c. CL – Contadini che applaudono sempre più freneticamente…

PA e CARR. INDIETRO – Il maresciallo avanza ancora e l’applauso sale sempre più alto

PA – Il maresciallo avanza ancora sul suo cavallo e l’applauso sale sempre più alto. Egli si toglie il berretto e si asciuga il sudore, scrollando il capo. Nuovamente gli si avvicina Don Carmelo. E indica con un dito verso…

PA – …Annibale e il suo gruppo che si spellano le mani dal gran battere.

PA – Il maresciallo rimettendosi il berretto dice a Don Carmelo:

Poi il maresciallo volta il cavallo e si avvia seguito dai suoi uomini. Don Carmelo si avvia anche lui, ma in direzione opposta, dopo aver rivolto uno sguardo colerico in direzione della folla. Il massaro e i tre giovinastri si muovono con lui. Gli applausi dei contadini continuano a risuonare nell’aria.

Don Carmelo: “che facciamo maresciallo? Lo fanno apposta per imbrogliarvi…”

Maresciallo: “Calma, calma. Voi non c’entrate.”

Applausi

Don Carmelo: “Eccolo là… è quello Annibale Zappalà”.

Applausi

Maresciallo: “Voi tornate in paese… Lo so io come bisogna agire con loro. È inutile muoversi adesso. Ci vediamo più tardi.”
Doc. 4: Excerpts from *Noi che facciamo crescere il grano*.

**Scena 137:**
PPP (primissimo piano) – Annibale felice e sorridente canta a squarciagola una canzone di gioia, antico motivo popolare della semina. CARR. indietro che scopre alle spalle e di fianco ad Annibale, una lunga fila di seminatori, tra i quali in primo piano riconosciamo Addolorata, Teresina, Paolo, Bastiano, Genio, intenti anch’essi a spargere con gesti larghi il seme nei solchi.
Indietreggiando sempre più il CARR scopre ancora nel fondo gruppi di contadini che coi loro asini carichi di sacchi stanno scendendo la china, insieme ad essi scendono le donne con sacchi gonfi sul capo. Altri gruppi di contadini sono già ai margini del Feudo e scaricano i sacchi dagli asini e le donne che si sono liberate del loro carico li aiutano. Altri contadini sono già sparsi per il campo e si muovono buttando il seme nei solchi. Tutti in coro prendono la canzone intonata da Annibale. La vallata riecheggia il canto ampliandolo all’infinito.

**Scena 138:** Alba. Studio di Don Carmelo.
TOTALE – La stanza nella penombra dell’alba. Il canto dei seminatori risuona nell’ambiente alla stessa altezza sonora udita poc’anzi nel Feudo. Il canto è come una voce dell’ incubo che per tutta la notte insonne ha costretto a stare insieme Don Carmelo, Antonio e Delaida.
I tre sono distanti l’uno dall’altro, quasi li separasse un rancore segreto. Don Carmelo misura a passi lenti e pesanti la stanza; Antonio, seduto, fuma nervosamente, molte cicche sono sparse ai suoi piedi; Delaida, nel fondo del corridoio, sta seduta sul primo gradino della scala, la testa reclinata sulla parete. Il canto dei seminatori pare quasi che li sovrasti e li domini. Inizia un lento CARR.; escludendo Don Carmelo e Delaida, arriva sino al PPP di Antonio. È qui che improvvisamente il canto dei mietitori si tace. E a questo, improvvisamente, si sostituisce prima lontano, poi sempre più vicino, un incalzare di cavalli al trotto. Antonio solleva il volto ad ascoltare.
PPP – Don Carmelo anche.
PPP – Delaida anche.
Sembra ora che lo scalpitio dei cavalli ricolmi della sua eco la stanza, così come poco prima l’aveva colmata il canto dei seminatori.
Scena 141: Alba. Strada di vicinanza casa Zappalà.

CL – Ancora una strada di Corvino deserta e squallida nell’alba. Soltanto in un angolo remoto, ancora alcuni babbini che giocano innocenti.


FI – Annibale che semina, cantando, avanza. Dietro di lui Giosuè, Peppe e altri che cantano anch’essi spargendo il seme.

FI – Addolorata e Teresina che cantano insieme a un gruppo di ragazze, intente anch’esse a seminare.

FI – Paolo, Genio e Bastiano, in mezzo a un gruppo di giovanotti, cantano tutti mentre buttano il seme nei solchi.

Scena 143: Esterno. Alba. Campagna, Viottoli

CL – I tre cavalieri al galoppo per viottoli lungo le chine aspre della campagna desolata. Al loro trascorrere la polvere si solleva in nuvolette, invece del frastuono del galoppo si oè spiegato il canto dei seminatori che diffonde lunghi echi intorno.

FI – Su un’altra strada anche Antonio galoppa sul suo cavallo.

...

Scena 146: Feudo

CL – La massa dei contadini che seminano e avanzano cantando. All’improvviso il canto si tace, sostituendosi ad esso il galoppare dei cavalli altrettanto improvviso. La massa dei contadini si ferma nel gesto di seminare, attentissima al rumore del galoppo. Il galoppo incalza riempiendo del suo scalpitio la vallata. Ora quel galoppo si interrompe bruscamente, dando luogo a un silenzio minaccioso che sovrasta uomini e cose.
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Scholars agree that a fundamental incongruity lies at the core of neorealism’s “lack of audiophlia” (Sisto 2014). While neorealist directors aimed to bridge the gap between their films and the portrayed protagonists—notably marginalized, subaltern people—the music and voices of the latter tended to be muted and disempowered by soundtracks that relied on well-established norms of film-scoring practices (Dyer 2006). This remark applies to several postwar Italian films, but the case of Giuseppe De Santis seems to complicate it. Through audiovisual analysis and the study of archival sources, this article examines how the director participated in the wave of rediscovery of folklore in postwar Italy, and how he contributed to the creation of (ambiguous) discourses about the voice of the Folk, which leftist intellectuals regarded as the repository of anti-capitalist values.

Firstly, I explore internal tensions in De Santis’s cinematic representation of folk music. My analysis of the values attached to this repertoire in the rural film Caccia tragica (1947) shows that De Santis tended at once to affirm the “folk music vs. capitalism” dichotomy, and to blur the lines of such divide through several (involuntary?) short-circuits. The examination of these discursive fractures helps provide a nuanced understanding of the position occupied by folk music in postwar Italian cultural politics.

Secondly, I claim that a comprehensive approach to film soundtracks may call into question the idea of neorealism’s indifference to the subalterns’ voice. Indeed, sound—more than music—proved essential for the director to try and empower the portrayed folkloric communities. I demonstrate the point by analyzing the construction of folkloric soundscapes in Caccia tragica, where resonance is given to bells, whistles, and clapping that subvert the hegemonic world of the film’s villains. My account is complemented by a discussion of music and sound in Noi che facciamo crescere il grano (ca. 1953), one of De Santis’s unfinished projects.
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